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Abstract
The case in which the same information or events need to be sent from a single sensor node to multiple actuator nodes, is very common in many applications of Sensor and Actuator Networks (SANET). Sensors have very limited resources in terms of energy, bandwidth, and computational power. Thus, routing messages preserving energy and network bandwidth is a challenging requirement of
paramount importance. In this paper we present a novel energy-eﬃcient multicast routing protocol called GMREE which is speciﬁcally
designed to achieve that goal. Our protocol builds multicast trees based on a greedy algorithm using local information. The heuristic we
use is based in the concept of cost over progress metric and it is specially designed to minimize the total energy used by the multicast tree.
GMREE incorporates a relay selection function which selects nodes from a node’s neighborhood taking into account not only the minimization of the energy but also the number of relays selected. Nodes only select relays based on a locally built and energy-eﬃcient underlying graph reduction such as Gabriel graph, enclosure graph or a local shortest path tree. Thus, the topology of the resulting multicast
trees really takes advantage of the beneﬁt of sending a single message to multiple destinations through the relays which provide best
energy paths. Our simulation results show that our proposed protocol outperforms the traditional energy-eﬃcient multiunicast routing
over a variety of network densities and number of receivers. In addition, for dense networks, the performance approximates the one
achieved using the centralized shortest weighted path tree (computed by Dijkstra’s algorithm).
 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
SANETs consist of a set of networked sensor and actuator nodes that communicate among each other using wireless links. They work in a distributed way, and collaborate
to perform automated tasks requiring sensing and actuation capabilities. Sensor nodes are usually small, inexpensive and with limited communication, computation, and
energy resources. The number of such sensors in a SANET
is expected to be large, in the order of hundreds or thousands. Unlike sensors, actuators usually have more
resources and their number is usually much more limited.
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Both sensors and actuators are usually static, although
some actuators may also be mobile. Even if all of them
are static, the topology of the network changes over time.
The reason is that nodes usually operate in duty-cycle, with
awake and sleeping periods to save energy. Thus, the topology formed by active sensors and actuators changes as they
change their state over time. In fact, a dynamic routing
protocol is employed to communicate nodes which are
not within radio range. Communication between such
nodes in these networks is made upon the concept of relay
node. That is, when source and destination are not within
radio range, a multihop path is created using some intermediate nodes between them as relays. The selection of the
next hop relay is performed by each intermediate node
based on some routing algorithm. For instance, in
geographic routing protocols this decision is taken
based on the position of the neighbors with respect to the
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destination. Both neighbors and their positions are discovered by beacon messages which are broadcasted periodically by each node to its 1-hop neighborhood.
SANETs have a lot of potential for a wide range of
monitoring and control applications such as healthcare,
improvement of productive processes, automatic control,
etc. In many of those scenarios, sensors may need to send
the same information to multiple actuators. For instance,
we are developing a system for water irrigation control in
agricultural exploitations. In such system, actuators are
in charge of opening or closing valves depending on the
need to water some areas based on information measured
from sensors. In our design, sensors need a very lightweight
and energy-eﬃcient algorithm to send data and commands
to multiple actuators. Given that the position of actuators
is well-known and static, a geographic routing scheme is
most suited to our scenario.
In general, although sensor nodes consume energy sensing and processing, the most energy consuming operation
is communication. In most hardware platforms existing
today, the ratio between the energy cost of sending one
bit and the cost of processing one instruction is in the order
of 190–2900. For instance, Telos motes based on the IEEE
802.15.4 physical layer, consume 54.5 lA for the CPU and
17.4–8.5 mA for radio transmission (depending on output
power) [1]. Thus, it is of vital importance for many applications to count on energy-eﬃcient routing protocols to deliver data from a sensor to a set of actuators. The multicast
communication paradigm is an ideal solution for eﬀectively
supporting this kind of communication because it is specifically thought of to reduce the consumption of network
resources to route data packets to multiple destinations
by sending a single copy of the message, duplicating it at
relay nodes only when it is strictly necessary. Although
multicast can be seen as a special case of broadcast, designing eﬃcient multicast routing protocols is a very challenging task. In fact, the problem of energy-eﬃcient multicast
routing is well-known to be NP-complete. In addition,
given that geographic routing is also a very interesting
alternative for these scenarios in which position of the
nodes is known, we use a localized greedy multicast routing
heuristic to build energy-eﬃcient multicast paths.
In this paper we present GMREE, which is, to the best
of our knowledge, the ﬁrst energy-eﬃcient geographic multicast routing protocol designed speciﬁcally to fulﬁll the
requirements of wireless sensor networks. GMREE is an
adaptation of the GMR protocol [2] which only uses the
position of neighbors and destinations to take routing decisions. Our algorithm has two key components: the neighbor selection function and the relay set optimization
phase. Neighbor selection function takes decisions about
which neighbor is the best candidate relay for each destination based on a cost over progress ratio. That is, a tradeoﬀ
between the cost of reaching that neighbor, and the progress it provides towards that particular destination. The
second phase improves the initial relay set selected in the
ﬁrst stage by reducing the number of forwarders. This

allows for a higher path reuse among destinations, which
also means an overall reduction in energy. Our proposed
scheme can use diﬀerent energy-eﬃcient underlying graphs
to enhance path selection, and reduce the amount of energy
consumed. We have tested three of those underlying
graphs: Gabriel Graph, Enclosure Graph, and Dijkstra’s
Local Shortest Path Tree, being the latter the one getting
best results.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents an overview of the state of the art in the
topic. We describe our network and energy models in Section 3. Section 4 describes the GMREE protocol. Our proposed greedy neighbor selection algorithm is explained in
Section 5. We evaluate in Section 6 the performance of
our solution using simulation. Finally, Section 7 provides
some conclusions and discusses open issues.
2. Related work
Previous distributed routing protocols for mobile ad hoc
networks are not able to operate over SANETs due to their
limited scalability and intensive use of ﬂooding to ﬁnd
routes. Location-based routing has emerged as one of the
most eﬀective schemes to deal with the scalability of routing in large-scale wireless sensor networks, with very light
requirements in terms of computing power and memory
of the devices.
The idea of greedy routing based on position information was ﬁrst introduced by Finn and many other greedybased routing protocols based on the same concept but
with diﬀerent metrics have been proposed later on in the literature [9]. Recently, Stojmenovic [20], proposed a general
framework for those protocols called cost over progress.
The idea is to deﬁne a metric for the cost of selecting next
hop (e.g., energy required to reach it) as well as a function
to quantify the progress (e.g., reduction of overall distance
remaining to reach the destination). Then, the node with
the best ratio is the selected neighbor. We now show examples how the cost over progress metric can be used to select
next hop (in a routing task) towards destination when
nodes know position information. The cost metric depends
on the assumptions and metrics used, while progress
accounts for the advance towards the destination. Several
known protocols are special cases of this design.
In a unicast routing scenario, let C be the node currently
holding the message, D the destination node, A the forwarding neighbor being evaluated, jCDj ¼ c, jADj ¼ a,
and jCAj ¼ r (see Fig. 1). A simple special case of this general design is greedy routing in sensor networks by Finn [9]
for the generally accepted unit disk graph (UDG) model.
The cost metric normally used in UDG is the hop count.
Therefore, the cost of going to any neighbor is one hop.
The progress made by forwarding from C to A is c  a,
which is diﬀerence between distances to destination from
current node and neighboring node. Therefore, the proto1
col will minimize ðcaÞ
, or maximize c  a; that is, neighbor
closest to destination would be selected. An alternative
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Fig. 1. Selecting the best neighbor C in localized routing schemes.

measure of progress is the distance jCA0 j, where A 0 is the
projection of A on line CD (see Fig. 1).
This method is known as MFR (Most Forward within
Radius), proposed by Takagi and Kleinrock [10]. Note
that, it is necessary that only neighbors closer to the destination than current node are considered. This guarantees
the protocol to be loop-free. To guarantee delivery when
such neighbor does not exist, an additional procedure usually called face routing is described by Bose et al. [5].
Face routing routes along the faces of the graph. Thus,
the face routing algorithm is applied over a planar subgraph of the original network in which crossing edges are
removed. The combination of greedy routing and face
routing is called Greedy–Face–Greedy (GFG). It uses
greedy routing and if a local maximum is eventually found,
face is used until greedy routing can be applied again or the
destination is reached. These algorithms do not oﬀer geographic multicast communications but their contribution
is very valuable starting point to design new multicast
variants.
Given the diﬃculty of adapting existing ad hoc multicast
protocols to a fully localized operation, and the relative
novelty of the commented geographic approaches in unicast scenarios, only a few new protocols have been recently
proposed provide geographic multicast routing. One of
such protocols is Position Based Multicast Routing
(PBM) protocol proposed by Mauve et al. in [11]. This protocol, although not initially thought for sensor networks,
fulﬁlls most of desired design criteria of locality and limited
network overhead. It is a generalization of GFG [5] routing
to operate over multiple destinations. It builds a multicast
tree, whose shape can vary from the shortest path tree, to
an approximation of a minimum cost multicast tree
depending on a parameter denoted as k. However, the election of the proper k for each scenario remains unsolved.
Sanchez et al. describe in [2] a free-of-parameters algorithm
called GMR, which is based on the cost over progress
framework. Results show that GMR outperforms PBM
regardless of the k value selected over a variety of network
scenarios. The reason is that the neighbor selection function manages to achieve a very good approximation of
the minimum bandwidth consumption multicast tree. In
addition, GMR is more eﬃcient in computation time,
thanks to a greedy set merging scheme. Scalable Position
Based Multicast for Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks (SPBM
[16]) is another multicast protocol designed to improve scalability. It uses the geographic position of nodes to provide
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a scalable group membership scheme and to forward data
packets. SPBM is mainly focused on the task of managing
multicast groups in an scalable way. However, they fail to
provide eﬃcient multicast forwarding, because it uses one
separate unicast geographic routing for each destination,
which turns out to be ineﬃcient for most network scenarios. Unfortunately, these protocols are not designed to take
into account the energy spent by the network doing the
task of routing.
The problem of routing in a energy eﬃcient way is even
harder than the routing itself. There are many energy-eﬃcient geographic unicast routing protocols. For instance,
iterative power described in [15] and GPSR-S [18] are the
most representative. In both cases, an enhanced cost function considering energy is used to select next hops based on
the optimization of energy consumption. Regarding
energy-eﬃcient broadcast, there are some centralized heuristics such as BIP [7] which tend to outperform distributed
ones (this is valid only if the energy cost needed to maintain
global information in dynamic network is ignored). But
there are also some very eﬃcient localized solutions. For
instance, Ingelrest et al. describe TR-LBOP in [14] which
is one of the few localized algorithms having a similar performance to BIP. They develop the idea of the target
radius, that is the optimal radius to achieve energy-eﬃcient
broadcast, combined with a localized neighbor elimination
scheme (NES).
Regarding energy-eﬃcient multicast, MIP [7] is the variant of BIP for multicast but its main problem is that it is
computed by selecting a subtree consisting of the paths
which connects the source to the destinations in the original BIP tree. Thus, given that BIP is explicitly built for
broadcast, the selected paths are not optimal because in
some cases paths are not reused for multiple destinations.
Recently, Guo and Yang [8] proposed an energy-eﬃcient
multicast routing algorithm for ad hoc networks which
makes use of an initial ﬂooding to build a ﬁrst multicast
tree, which is then reﬁned by local operations coordinated
by the multicast source, and performed one at a time.
Those local operations are based on information carried
out by periodic in-tree ﬂoodings initiated by the multicast
source. They assume that distance to neighbors is known
by each node and their protocol is thought of to deal with
mobility. During the optimization phase, the source sends
along the tree the whole route from the source to destinations. Hence, this protocol is not expected to be scalable
for large-scale wireless sensor networks. Thus, we propose
a energy-eﬃcient geographic multicast routing protocol
working with local information and being able to scale as
their unicast counterparts.
One common option to enhance routing solutions is to
execute them on a subgraph of the original network, which
is constructed to improve some particular aspect of the
protocol. For instance, to reduce energy consumption only
those links providing energy-eﬃcient paths to the rest of
neighbors are really interesting for a node. The algorithms
to build those local subgraphs are commonly called
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topology control algorithms [22]. For energy eﬃciency, we
have considered three well-known subgraphs: Gabriel
Graph (GG), Enclosure Graph (EG), and Local Shortest
Path Tree (LSPT). GG was proposed in [19] is a wellknown planar graph used in several disciplines. It is deﬁned
as follows. GG has an edge uv if and only if the disk with
diameter uv contains no other node inside it. Each common
neighbor w of nodes u and v should be located at distance
at least juvj
from the midpoint of uv for uv to be included in
2
GG. Rodoplu and Meng [RM] introduced the enclosure
graph for localized power aware topology control in ad
hoc networks. The power needed for transmitting between
two nodes at distance r is proportional to u(r) = ra + c,
where a is power attenuation factor (a number between 2
and 6), while c is a constant that accounts for the cost of
running hardware at nodes and minimum reception power.
Although most researchers assume c = 0 which enables to
prove some nice properties, in reality is c P 0 which means
that selecting very close forwarding neighbor may not be
the best choice when energy is the criterion. An edge AB
is in the enclosure graph if and only if direct transmission
between A and B is power optimal solution for given set
of nodes. That is, u(jABj) 6 u(jACj) + u(jCBj) for any common neighbor C of A and B. The enclosure graph is unidirectional. In case a = 2 and c = 0, the enclosure graph
becomes equivalent to GG. Wang et al. [17], used Local
Shortest Path Tree (LSPT) in a topology control protocol.
In it, each node u applies Dijkstra’s algorithm to ﬁnd shortest weighted (weight of an edge of length r is ra + c) path to
each of its neighboring nodes, using only its local 1-hop
information (the concept can be extended to the k-hop
knowledge). Node u then keeps only outgoing edges in this
structure (towards neighbors with direct link requiring less
power than the sum of power on any path between them),
and removes the others. The result is sent to its neighbors.
Each node then removes unidirectional links and adjusts its
transmission radius according to the remaining logical
links. The experimental data show that this tree has
average degree about 2.4. LSPT is a connected localized
structure. We shall see that using those underlying
energy-eﬃcient subgraphs, our proposed scheme obtains
a very good performance.
3. Physical model
3.1. Network model
We represent a SANET as an undirected graph G = (V, E)
where V is the set of vertices and E is the set of edges. We
assume that every node, represented by a vertex v 2 V, is
embedded in the plane, i.e., there are no great diﬀerences in
height between nodes. Each node v 2 V has a maximum
transmission range r that can be considered, without losing
generality, the same for all nodes. Let dist(v1, v2) be the
Euclidean distance between two vertices v1, v2 2 V. An edge
between two nodes v1 ; v2 2 V exists () distðv1 ; v2 Þ 6 r (i.e.,
v1 and v2 are able to communicate directly).

This model, known as unit disk graph (UDG), is a generally accepted approximation to make the problem tractable. As we will mention latter in Section 6, working with
more realistic models considering lossy links between nodes
is something we plan to work on for future works.
Deﬁnition 1. Complete neighborhood. Given the previous
model we deﬁne N(n), n 2 V, the complete neighborhood of
a node n, as the set of nodes directly reachable by n.
N(n) is, by its deﬁnition, the set of all the nodes that n
can reach setting its transmission power to the maximum.
We assume that nodes have the capacity of adjusting its
transmission power. So, we can deﬁne the reduced neighborhood of a node n for the distance d as follows.
Deﬁnition 2. Reduced neighborhood. Given a node n and a
distance d P 0, we deﬁne the reduced neighborhood of
node n at distance d < r (denoted by N(n, d)) as the subset
of {ni 2 N(n)jdist(n, ni) 6 d}.
It is clear that jN(n, d)j 6 jN(n)j and that reaching the
reduced neighborhood will always imply using a lower
energy than reaching the complete neighborhood.
3.2. Energy model
There are diﬀerent energy models used to estimate the
energy a node n needs to send a message far enough to
reach a speciﬁc neighbor placed at distance d. In the most
commonly used model, the energy consumption for transmitting a ﬁxed size message at distance d is:
Eðn; dÞ ¼ d a þ C e
where a is the media attenuation factor satisfying 2 6 a 6 4
and Ce is a constant representing the power used to process
the radio signal. To consider the energy consumed by every
node receiving the message, we can extend the model adding a new constant called Cr. Every node u 2 N(n, d) will receive the message sent by n at distance d. Although only
some of them will be responsible of acting as relay nodes,
all of them must read the header of the message to check
that fact. Cr represents the energy consumed by this checking phase. We consider realistic enough the values of a = 4
and Ce = 108 derived in the work performed by Rodoplu
and Meng in [4]. The value of Cr is generally accepted to
be a third of the energy consumed by a emission at the
maximum power. But, the model is general enough to accept any other value depending on the concrete technology
being used.
Cr ¼

ra þ C e
3

So, taking into account Cr, the extended energy model can
be deﬁned as:
Eðn; dÞ ¼ d a þ C e þ jN ðn; dÞj  C r
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Some authors do not consider necessary the use of Cr
whereas some other do, for instance in IEEE 802.15.4,
the cost of listening the channel is nearly the same as receiving messages. In our work we have considered both
approaches. All our simulations are made for both variants
Cr = 0 and Cr „ 0, and the proposed protocols are able to
operate eﬀectively regardless of the energy model in use.
3.3. Wireless broadcast advantage
Unlike in wired networks, communications in wireless
networks such as SANETs where nodes usually have an
omni-directional antenna are broadcast in nature. Delivering a message to a set of relay nodes can be done with a single message transmission. This message has to be sent with
enough power to reach the most distant of the selected
relay nodes. Using that power, not only the desired node
but all the nodes included in the reduced neighborhood
for such distance are reached.
First advantage is on the data forwarding itself. To
reach several relay nodes we can issue a single transmission, saving thus bandwidth and energy. Another beneﬁt
of the broadcast nature of the wireless medium happens
when a node routing a message has a neighbor which is
also one of the destinations. In this case, if any of the relays
nodes is further away from the current node than such
neighbor, the same transmission can deliver the message
to it, and selected relay nodes to reach remaining
destinations.
The second advantage is that nodes have diﬀerent alternatives to route a message. Fig. 2 shows the case in which
node n wanted to reach nodes u1 and u2. It can set up its
transmission power to reach u2 directly. The other alternative is using lower energy to reach only u1, leaving it the
task of reaching u2 with a second transmission at distance
d2. Due to the relation between distance and energy consumption there are situations in which issuing more transmissions saves energy:
Eðn; d 3 Þ P Eðn; d 1 Þ þ Eðu1 ; d 2 Þ
By designing a protocol which takes into account this
eﬀect, the total amount of energy needed to route messages
from sources to destinations can be reduced.

u2
d3

d2

d1
n

u1
Fig. 2. Broadcast advantage.
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4. GMREE: energy-eﬃcient geographic multicast routing
4.1. Introduction
The goal of the protocol is to build multicast trees minimizing the criteria of the total energy used to deliver data
packets. Our protocol is based solely on local information.
Being more speciﬁc, each node uses the position of its
neighbors and the position of destinations to decide next
hops toward destinations. We assume that nodes know this
information. The way in which this can be achieved is out
of the scope of this work. Previous works such as [3]
worked out elegant solution for these issues using static
high-power directional antennas, and other works have
worked out even solutions to work with virtual geographic
coordinates [13].
Our protocol is based on the concept of cost over progress [20] as a metric of the goodness of the diﬀerent neighbors as candidate relays. As cost we consider the energy
needed to reach the furthest neighbor in the selected set
of relays plus the energy that such amount of nodes will
need to process the message. As progress we consider the
summary diﬀerence between the distance to destinations
from the node taken the routing decision and the distance
from the set of relays being evaluated. The use of such a
ratio lets us achieve a good trade-oﬀ between maximizing
the advance towards the destinations but maintaining the
energy consumption at low.
Like almost every geographic routing algorithm,
GMREE selects as forwarding neighbors of a node those
which are closer to destinations than itself. When this is
not possible (i.e., a node has no such neighbors) GMREE
uses a recovery mode called face routing that we will
explain later in detail.
In addition, we have also considered the use of localized
and energy-eﬃcient underlying subgraphs on which
GMREE is applied. It is desirable that the selected nodes
to take part in this new Reduced Neighborhood are those
taking part of paths with minimum energy consumption.
Therefore, using these nodes as relay we are routing using
the most promising paths. We have considered three diﬀerent underlying subgraphs: Gabriel Graph, Enclosure
Graph, and Local Shortest Path Tree. As we will explain
later on, each approach has its theoretical advantage. Section 5 will show how the best one is the one which uses
Local Shortest Path Tree.
Regardless of the set of neighbors a node has, the main
diﬀerence between routing in unicast and multicast is the
neighbor selection function. In the ﬁrst case this function
must return a single node, the one selected as a relay. There
are at most n candidates being n the number of neighbors.
In multicast scenarios it has to be decided which neighbor
will be relay for which destinations. A neighbor can be
responsible for one, more than one or none of the destinations. So the problem is which neighbors to select and
which destinations assign to each neighbor selected. The
number of the neighbors selected will also be of vital
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importance because each relay selected will start a new and
separated path toward destinations that the node is responsible for.
Therefore, there are as many options as subsets of neighbors, i.e., 2jNj. Choosing too many neighbors means that in
the next step, there will be too many routes toward only a
few destination as in unicast routing, and consequently the
consumption of energy will be high because the protocol
will not be exploiting multicast operation. Choosing less
relays implies that some of them will be in charge of routing toward more than one destination. This is usually a better decision from the point of view of saving energy because
several messages are sharing the same route, but can lead to
a common longer path so, again, the waste of energy could
be signiﬁcant.
The problem now is how to select the subset of relays.
Let selected ratio be the proportion of selected nodes, the
fewer the selected ratio, the greater the distance to destinations because we might have left out the ones whose progress toward destinations is higher. But at the same time
we are consuming a lower energy in the next step (higher
path reuse). This is where the goodness of the relation
between cost and progress function will be a key aspect.
In the next sections we will explain in detail the diﬀerent
components of our algorithm and its variants. First of all,
we will see how the cost over progress metric can be
adapted to be used in a multicast scenario and with an
energy metric. Next we explain the tree diﬀerent
approaches we have followed to obtain a reduced subset
of neighbors. Each reduced neighborhood has advantages
and disadvantages over the rest. Finally, we will explain
the detailed neighbor selection function and explain the different operation modes of the protocol.
4.2. Cost over progress metric
We adapt cost over progress ratio paradigm to our
energy requirements. The cost has to reﬂect the energy
needed to reach relay nodes. Following the energy model
proposed in Section 3, and being d ¼ CA the distance
between C and A, the cost of C selecting node A as relay is
EðC; dÞ ¼ d a þ C e þ jN ðC; dÞj  C r
Considering the multicasting problem, where a source
node wishes to send a packet to a number of destinations
(sinks) with known positions. Assume that a node C, after
receiving a multicast message is responsible for destinations
D1, D2,. . .,D5, and that it evaluates neighbors A1, A2 as
possible candidates for forwarding. The whole task could
be sent to one neighbor only (e.g., if there exist one that
is closer to all destinations than C), or could be split to several neighbors, each with a subset of destinations to handle.
Consider the case in Fig. 3 as illustration of the general
principle. The current total distance for multicasting is
T 1 ¼ jCD1 j þ jCD2 j þ jCD3 j þ jCD4 j þ jCD5 j. Let Fi =
{A1, A2} be the forwarding set of neighbors currently being
considered to cover D1, D2, D3, and D4, D5, respectively,

D1
D2

A1
D3
C
D4
A2

D5

Fig. 3. Evaluating the candidate forwarding from C to A1 and A2.

the new total distance is T 2 ¼ jA1 D1 j þ jA1 D2 j þ jA1 D3 jþ
jA2 D4 j þ jA2 D5 j, and the progress made is T1  T2.
The cost of forwarding packet through Fi must include
not only the energy to reach the most distant selected
neighbor A but also the cost associated to the fact that
the selected neighbors start jFij new separated paths
towards the destinations covered by Fi. The cost metric
should also include a new term jFijCe, because each of
the forwarders, with its retransmission, will require at least
energy Ce.
Thus, each forwarding set Fi, i = 1, . . ., 2N is evaluated as
EðC;dÞþjF i jC e
, being d ¼ MaxðCAi ÞjAi 2 F i . Among all candiðT 1 T 2 Þ
date forwarding sets, the one with minimal value of this
expression is selected. If there is no neighbor closer than
C towards one or more of the destinations, then we have
to enter into face mode. Section 4.4.2 describes how to
manage this situation.
4.3. Underlying energy-eﬃcient subgraphs
One of the most important aspects of our algorithm is
the neighbor selection function. To improve such selection,
we use underlying locally computed energy-eﬃcient graph
reductions. The general idea is to preserve only a subset
of the edges, which provide low energy paths to the rest
of neighbors. Taking into account the wireless advantage
we can leave out of the selection process those nodes that
can be reached with a lower energy consumption through
some other nodes. Fig. 4 describe the diﬀerent graph reductions we use.
From the point of view of energy conservation, Gabriel
Graph (GG) links may belong to suboptimal paths
between a node and its neighbors. This is especially the case
in dense networks, when Ce > 0. In general, longer links,
not belonging to GG, may be needed to produce energy
optimal paths. However, GG links are generally short
and energy eﬃciency may be expected.
Another interesting underlying structure is the enclosure
graph [4]. It only contains a link between two neighbors, if
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Fig. 4. Diﬀerent graph reduction for energy saving.

there is no other common neighbor that reduces the overall
energy by acting as a relay to connect them. It is possible to
build this graph locally. Here we can say this is a optimal
graph because as the authors show in his work, this graph
include all the energy optimal path between every two
nodes in the network. But, of course, it is the duty of multicasting protocols to ﬁnd them. By using only those
remaining paths, greedy multicasting protocols can get better energy consumptions.
Finally, the other interesting alternative we tested is
using the well-known Dijkstra algorithm locally to ﬁnd
the shortest paths in terms of energy between a node and
all its neighbors. A node selects only those links going
out of the current node, and sends that selection to neighbors. In that way, they eliminate unidirectional links, and
remaining links form the Local Shortest Path Tree (LSPT).
Again, multicasting considering only these links can help at
reducing energy consumption.

started called Lp, the ﬁrst edge of the current face, and Lf
the cross point with the line from the node where face
started to the destination. On the other hand, messages
include a list of relay nodes, the destinations for which each
relay is in charge and the mode the multicasting is being
done (greedy or face). In this way we are taking advantage
of the broadcast nature of the wireless links used by the
nodes. Each node sends only one message after its routing
algorithm has been executed. This message reaches only the
nodes placed at the distance selected by the sender, it is, the
distance to the most distant node selected as a relay. When
neighbors receive the message, they check whether they are
included in the relay list or not. If they are not, they just
drops the packet. Otherwise, they repeat the process by
running the routing algorithm to select their relay nodes.
Finally, when a node is forwarding the message to its
selected relays, it adjust the transmission power to reach
the most distant one, so that all of them can receive the
message.

4.4. GMREE operation
Let’s now see how the algorithm works. GMREE has
two diﬀerent modes of operation: greedy and face. Greedy
multicasting can be applied to those destinations for which
there are neighbors of the current node providing advance
toward them. Nodes start face mode whenever they have
no neighbors providing advance towards one or more
destinations.
Messages must include some information indicating not
only the destinations but also if the message is being routed
in greedy or face mode. As explained in [5], the minimum
information required includes the node in which face mode

4.4.1. Greedy multicasting
A node executes the greedy multicasting algorithm for
the Greedy Destination List (GDL). This list contains destinations for which there is at least one neighbor in the
node’s neighbor list providing advance towards them.
The Greedy Neighbor Selection function is then executed
and the result is a list of relays nodes and its associated destination lists. This function uses as neighbors those belonging to the concrete Reduced Neighborhood that it is being
used.
The node examines the list of relays and includes an
entry for each one in the new message. Notice that each
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relay can be in charge for several destinations. When a destination is included in the neighborhood (reduced or not)
the message includes an entry for it without destination list.
When a node receives a message and it is one of the
relays included in the header it realizes that it has to execute the routing algorithm to determine next hops for the
message to be routed towards the list of associated destinations. If the destination list is empty, this means that current node is the destination of the message so it only has
to pass the message to the internal module in charge of processing it. After examining the destination list and creating
the GDL, it might happen that some destinations are left
out of it, these ones are included in the face destination list.
Next subsection explains how to route towards those destinations for which face mode is required.
4.4.2. Multicasting in face mode
Multicast in greedy mode can end up reaching a void
zone with no neighbor providing progress towards one or
more destinations. The list containing these destinations
for which no progress can be achieved is called Face Destination List (FDL). This issue is solved for the unicast case
as explained in [5], but there is not any multicast speciﬁc
approach to face routing. The alternative we use is to use
the well-known face routing individually for each destination requiring face routing. We are working in a new multicast speciﬁc face routing algorithm for future work.
Routing algorithm in face mode acts as follows. For
each destination in the FDL it executes face routing algorithm determining the next hop. The message to broadcast
will include an entry for each destination in FDL. It is possible that diﬀerent destinations share the same next hop,
that is, the same relay node. However, we cannot merge
those destinations in the same entry, as we do with greedy
destinations, because each one will probably follow a different face path and must be processed independently.
Each of these entries in the message have the routing mode
set to ‘‘Face Mode’’.
When a node receives a message and it is the relay node
for some of the entries in ‘‘Face Mode’’ it ﬁrst checks
whether itself or some of its neighbors is closer to the destinations than the node where face started. In this case,
those destinations are included in the list of greedy destinations to be processed in that way. Destinations for with it is
necessary to continue in face mode are processed using face
routing algorithm and included in the resulting message
but with next hops updated accordingly to the result of face
routing algorithm.
Notice that face routing algorithm always uses Gabriel
Graph as underlying graph. So, its behavior is independent
of the energy-eﬃcient underlying neighbor reduction being
applied.
5. Greedy neighbor selection
In the previous section we explained how GMREE
works, and gave detailed explanations of the diﬀerent

aspects of its operation. However, we did not explain into
detail how is the neighbor selection algorithm implemented. That is, what is the concrete algorithm used by
the current node to decide which subset of its neighbors
forwards multicast data messages for which subset of destinations. In this section we describe that part of the protocol, showing the beneﬁt in terms of computational cost
compared to previous works.
Given k destinations, a possible algorithm can consider
all Sk partitions of the set of destinations. For each subset
in a given set partition, the node checks whether it is possible to ﬁnd a neighbor that is closer to all destinations in
that subset than the current node C. If this is not possible
for a subset, then this partition is ignored. If this is possible
for each subset in the given set partition, then we measure
the cost/progress ratio. Finally, after all the evaluations, we
choose the best one among all measured ones. A fast algorithm to compute those set partitions is given in [12]. This
solution is only applicable for small number of destinations, e.g., up to 5. For larger number it becomes exponential in k, and therefore a faster greedy solution is needed.
We start with the set of destinations {D1, D2, . . ., Dk} for
which there is a neighbor of the current node providing
advance. We ﬁrst group together into the same subset, those
destinations for which the neighbor providing the largest
advance is the same. For instance, in Fig. 3, the initial set partition to consider would be {{D1, D2, D3}, {D4, D5}}, where
A1 serves D1, D2, D3 and A2 serves D4 and D5. In general,
the set partition could be {M1, M2, . . ., Mm} with each destination being in exactly one of these subsets and node C can
have n neighbors. Each Mi has its own cost-progress ratio,
and the whole set partition also has its own cost-progress
ratio as we explained before. The cost-progress ratio for
the subset {D1, D2, D3} in Fig. 3 can be computed as follows:
The current total distance for multicasting is T 1 ¼
jCD1 j þ jCD2 j þ jCD3 j. The new total distance is
T 2 ¼ jA1 D1 j þ jA1 D2 j þ jA1 D3 j, and the progress made is
T1  T2. The cost is the energy needed to reach A1. Thus,
1 jÞþC e
the forwarding cost-progress is evaluated as EðC;jCA
. This
ðT 1 T 2 Þ
reﬂects the fact that after receiving the message, A1 will process it and then forward it.
Let Pi be the progress in Mi (each Pi is T1  T2 from
above explanation). The cost in each Mi is
EðC; jCAi Þ þ C e since all destinations in a given subset are
served by the same (one) neighbor and taking into account
the Wireless Broadcast Advantage, one message sent to
distance d will reach every node whose distance to the
sender is lower than d. Therefore, the overall costprogress ratio for the selected set partition is then
EðC;dÞþmC
Pm e being d ¼ max distðC; Ai Þ; i 2 1; . . . ; n. We are
P
i¼1

i

looking for the set partition with optimal ratio.
The greedy set partition selection multicast algorithm
presented in Algorithm 1 works as follows. First, the initial
partition set M = {M1, M2, . . ., Mm} is initialized as we
explained before. The current cost-progress ratio is
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computed accordingly as

EðC;dÞþmC
Pm e .
Pi

Then the algorithm

i¼1

computes for each of the partitions in M, which are the
ones that can be combined and provide the higher improvement in the overall cost-progress ratio. Two partitions can
be combined only if there are neighbors of the current
node, providing advance towards all the destinations in
both partitions Mi and Mj. The process is repeated until
no more beneﬁt is obtained by further merging. We explain
below how are two partitions merged.
Algorithm 1. Greedy set partition selection algorithm
1: M = {M1, M2, . . ., Mm} so that Mi = {Dij same
neighbor provides most advance}
2: BestDistance = max dist(C, Ai), i 2 1, . . ., m
e
Pm
3: CRatio ¼ EðC;BestDistanceÞþmC
P
i¼1 i

4: while CRatio improved do
5: repeat
6:
Find cost reduction by merging of {Mi, Mj} 2 M
7:
if reduction < BestReduction then
8:
BestReduction = reduction
9:
BestMerge = {Mi, Mj}
10:
BestDistance = max dist(C, Ai), i 2 1, . . ., m
11:
end if
12: until All pairs tested
13: M = {M1, M2, . . ., {Mi, Mj}, . . ., Mm1}
r
PjM j
14: CRatio ¼ EðC;BestDistanceÞþjMjC
P
i
i¼1
15: end while

In order to merge two subsets Mi and Mj as one single set
Mi,j, the algorithm considers the set of neighbors that are closer to all destinations in Mi [ Mj than current node C. If that
set is empty then merging is not possible. Otherwise, among
all such neighbors A, we select the one which provides the
best cost-progress ratio for this new subset Mi,j.
This algorithm, instead of testing all possible subsets,
only needs to test O(k3) of them (in the worse case) being
k the total number of destinations. In fact when the number of neighbors of the current node is lower than the number of destinations, there is no need to test more than n3
subsets, being n the number of neighbors.
The reason why we merge subsets rather than using those
nodes providing the biggest advance to a set of destinations,
is because there can be nodes not providing the maximum
advance, which may certainly reduce the cost of the multicast tree, which still providing an important progress.
To see that, let’s assume that M = M1, M2, . . ., Mm is the
initial set partition in which all destinations in every Mi are
served by the same closest node (Bi) among all neighbors of
the current node A. Let N(A) be the set of A’s neighbors.
Given two subsets Mi, Mj 2 M we analyze the conditions
under which some neighbor with a lower progress can still
provide a better tradeoﬀ.
Let E(A, d1) + mCr be the cost of the initial partition, d1
the distance from node A to the Bi which is furthest away,
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P
and mk¼1 P k be the progress made with such election. If we
merge Mi and Mj into a single set served by a single node
Bi,j 2 N(A), Bi,j „ Bi, Bi,j „ Bj, the cost of the new subset
Mi [ Mj is EðA; ABij Þ þ C e . The overall cost after merging
is then E(A, d2) + (m  1)Ce being d2 the distance from
node A to the furthest of Bk [ Bi,j, Bk 2 N(A), k „ i, k „ j.
In addition,
the new progress made after merging would
P
be
k6¼i;k6¼j P k þ P i;j , being Pi,j the progress made by Bi,j
towards destinations in Mi,j.
For the new cost-progress to be better than before merging, the following inequality must be satisﬁed:
EðA; d 1 Þ þ mC e EðA; d 2 Þ þ ðm  1ÞC e
Pm
> P
k¼1 P k
k6¼i;k6¼j P k þ P i;j
In Fig. 5, we can see that current node S and three
neighbors n1 and n2 within its radio range. We also see destinations D1, D2. n1 and n2 are the neighbors providing
more progress to D1 and D2, respectively. The shadowed
zone, is the one in which there might exist other neighbors
that can improve the cost-progress ratio, even though they
do not provide the best advance for any of the individual
destinations. The legend of the graph represents the
improvement in cost/progress ratio over the conﬁguration
before merging. Of course, for diﬀerent position of nodes,
and destinations, a diﬀerent improvement area is obtained.
Thus, we can see how merging subsets is really eﬀective
at reducing the overall energy consumption of the protocol.
Next section analyses the performance of the diﬀerent
alternatives being evaluated.
6. Experimental results
We have performed a simulation-based analysis to
assess the performance of the proposed schemes. Simulations have been performed with a custom-made java simulator for geographic routing. Each simulation has been
performed considering the same area in which nodes are
randomly deployed. To generate scenarios with diﬀerent
mean densities, we vary the number of nodes. Nine diﬀerent densities, from 8 to 41 mean neighbors per node have
been simulated. In addition we have also considered four
diﬀerent sets of destination nodes (1, 5, 10, 30) for each density. We have considered two diﬀerent energy models
(Cr = 0 and Cr „ 0) as explained before. For each density,
number of destinations and energy model 50 diﬀerent scenarios have been evaluated, giving a total of 2800 simulations per variant of each protocol.
Given that there is no other geographic energy-eﬃcient
multicast routing reported in the literature, we have considered a multi-unicast greedy based routing scheme for comparison. In addition, although not directly comparable, we
also compare against two centralized schemes (energy-eﬃcient shortest path tree and MIP) to assess how close is the
performance of our protocol from a centralized scheme.
Being more speciﬁc, the diﬀerent protocols and variants
evaluated are multi-unicast (MU), Energy-Eﬃcient
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Fig. 5. Identiﬁcation of nodes according to their goodness.

Shortest Path Tree (ESP), Minimum Incremental Power
(MIP), Energy-eﬃcient GMR over the Enclosure Graph
(GMREE_EG), Energy-eﬃcient GMR over the Gabriel
Graph (GMREE_GG), and Energy-eﬃcient GMR over
the Local Shortest Path Tree (GMREE_SPT). By MU
we understand the use of the IPowerProgress [15] algorithm for each destination independently. This is the easiest
way to send data messages to multiple destinations without
using ﬂooding. The ESP is the centralized application of
Dijkstra’s shortest path tree, in which edge costs are the
energy of traversing that edge.
The main performance metric is the mean energy consumed and the energy consumption ratio compared to
the (MIP) centralized tree based on energy. This ratio is
computed based on the energy consumption of the diﬀerent
protocols averaged over the 50 diﬀerent graphs for each
value of density, number of destinations and energy model.
The conﬁdence interval for the 95% is small enough, indicating that the mean obtained with this amount of repetitions is highly representative.
In the next subsections we analyze the performance of
each of these alternatives.
6.1. Energy consumption at increasing densities
In Fig. 6, we show the energy consumption of the diﬀerent protocols as the mean density increases for the two
energy models considered. As we can see in Figs. 6(a)
and (b), there is a great diﬀerence between the two energy

models tested. With Cr = 0 the density helps protocols to
ﬁnd out more energy-eﬃcient paths. There are two main
reasons. The ﬁrst one is the fact that the higher the density,
the lower the number of times that the protocol has to
enter into face mode. Secondly, the higher the number of
neighbors the easier is the task of ﬁnding out good relays
for all the protocols. On the other hand, when Cr „ 0, the
higher the density the greater the energy consumption.
The energy consumed by all the protocols increases linearly
with the mean density. This increasing is slow but the cause
is that with this energy model, the density does not help at
reducing the energy consumption because the energy due to
reception represents a signiﬁcant amount of the total.
Regarding the performance across variants, in both
cases Cr = 0 and Cr „ 0 MU consumes, as expected, much
more energy than our multicast approaches. The reason is
that MU does not take any advantage of links which are
common to multiple destinations. In Figs. 6(c) and (d),
we can see the percentage of additional energy consumed
for each of our variants compared to the centralized protocol MIP. When Cr = 0, we can see in Fig. 6(c), the higher
the density, the closer become our alternatives to the centralized MIP. This is again due to the reduction in the number of times face is required, which means that multicast
trees become less suboptimal. As we can see, as the density
increases, the diﬀerences across variants become more evident. In fact, for densities higher than 25 we see how
GMR_GG starts getting a worse performance than the
other two alternatives. The reason is that the very short
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Fig. 6. Energy consumption for increasing density and 30 receivers.

edges preserved by the Gabriel Graph, force the protocol
to select paths consisting on many very short hops, which
require at least Ce energy. The variant based on the enclosure graph (GMR_EE) considers energy consumption to
eliminate those edges whose endpoint can be reached with
a lower energy consumption by going though an intermediate node. Thus, it outperforms the GG variant. However,
given that EE does not consider possible paths going
through multiple intermediate nodes, it does not outperform the algorithm based on the local shortest path tree
(GMR_SPT) scheme. In fact, we can see that this latter
scheme outperforms ESP and it is very close to MIP for
high densities.
For the case in which Cr „ 0 we can see in Fig. 6(d) very
similar results. The higher the density the lower the diﬀerence against MIP and for mean densities over 12,
GMR_SPT outperforms the other variants. As it can be
seen, in this case, the energy ratio is better than in the previous one. The reason is explained in Fig. 7. For lower densities, the proportion of energy due to perimeter routing in
the case when Cr „ 0 is less than in the Cr = 0 case. Therefore, the diﬀerence against the centralized approach is
lower, and the ratio better.
Fig. 7 shows the percentage of energy due to routing in
perimeter mode of each algorithm tested. In both cases,
Cr = 0 and Cr „ 0 the percentage decreases as density
increases. The high percentage of energy consumed due

to perimeter routing when density is lower than 15 is the
main reason of the bad behaviour of the protocols at these
lower densities.
In the next subsection we analyze how does the protocol
perform when a varying of receivers are considered.
6.2. Energy consumption at increasing number of receivers
Fig. 8 shows the performance of the simulated schemes
as the number of destinations increase. As expected, the
higher the number of destinations the higher the overall
energy consumption for all protocols. The obvious reason
is that reaching more destinations often requires creating
more paths, which is more expensive in terms of energy.
Again, MU has the higher energy consumption with a linear increase as the number of receivers increases. This
shows its limited scalability regarding the number of destinations. If we compare Figs. 8(a) and (b), we can see
that the performance of our proposed schemes are much
more scalable in terms of energy consumption to the
increase of the number of receivers. In addition, we see
that the energy model does not have a big inﬂuence on
the energy consumption for an increasing number of
receivers. Of course, the total energy consumption with
the model in which Cr „ 0 is higher because it also counts
energy of receptions but the trend is similar for both
models.
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Regarding the comparison across protocol variants we
can see that for the density shown in these graphs MIP
oﬀers the best performance. In addition, we can also see
that regardless of the number of receivers, the performance
advantage of GMREE_SPT over GMREE_GG and
GMREE_EE still remains. The explanation for such diﬀerences is again the ability of the LSPT underlying graph to
use the whole neighborhood to assess which local links are
really in the shortest path tree based on energy. Thus, very
short or very long links are avoided.
7. Conclusions and future work
We introduced GMREE, an energy-eﬃcient and fully
localized geographic multicast routing algorithm for Sensor and Actuator Networks. The protocol assumes that
the position of destinations is known either in advance,
or it is provided by some location service. GMREE uses
a cost over progress based function to select the subset of
neighbors needed to forward the message to multiple destinations saving as much energy and network bandwidth as
possible. It uses only local information to select routes,
making it able to scale to large network deployments. We
evaluated several variants of GMREE based on diﬀerent
energy-eﬃcient localized neighborhood reductions. We
have shown that these diﬀerent underlying subgraphs have

an signiﬁcant impact on the overall energy consumption of
multicast trees computed. From the diﬀerent subgraphs
evaluated, (i.e., Gabriel Graph, Enclosure Graph, and
Local Shortest Path Tree) simulations have shown that
GMREE_SPT is the one getting the best results by leaving
only those edges in the subgraph which are really energy
eﬃcient. This prevents the greedy neighbor selecting from
selecting very promising neighbors which do not lead to
overall energy eﬃcient paths.
The performance of each variant of GMREE has been
compared against two other algorithms: Multi Unicast
Greedy Face Greedy (MU) based on the iPowerProgress
metric to save energy, and the centralized Energy Shortest
Path Tree based on Dijkstra’s algorithm. The ﬁrst one is
the easiest solution to send messages to multiple destinations using geographic routing. However, its energy consumption is really high because it does not take
advantage of the beneﬁt of sharing links across multiple
destinations. ESP is a centralized algorithm that builds
multicast trees merging the energy shortest paths calculated
using Dijkstra algorithm. Simulations show, that GMREE
outperforms MU for all underlying subgraphs, and
achieves a performance similar to ESP for network densities in which the impact of face routing is negligible.
For future work we are studying mechanisms to reduce
energy consumption for face routing, as well as to be able
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achieve energy and bandwidth eﬃciency by sharing paths
created in face mode between multiple destinations for
which face routing is needed.
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